
PAUL PRITCHARD

Hammering the Anvil

(Plate 1: Frontispiece)

T he six of us lay there curled up in agony, our shrunken stomachs pay
ing for our hour of gluttony. We were back in town after three weeks

of work and hardship in the mountains and it was all we could do to gorge,
sleep and rest our cramping limbs. Now this may seem like a fitting end to
an adventurous expedition but the truth of the matter was - we had not yet
even got to the foot of our mountain.

In April through May, with Celia Bull and Steve Quinlan, I had cruised
around the Utah desert climbing on those magnificent sandstone towers.
And then to Yosemite where we climbed three routes on El Capitan, the
final one being a new route: 'Adrift'. That was excellent practice for what
was to come. Celia then flew home and on 29 May Steve and I flew up to
Baffin Island. Keith Jones, Simon Yates and Noel Craine came straight
out from the UK and, after many letters and phone calls, here we all were
grouped together shivering on the bleak airstrip of Pangnirtung. A local
man took us by skidoo the 30 miles up the frozen fjord and dumped us and
our one and a half tons of food (or 'bearded nonsense' as Keith would call
our vegetarian fodder) and wall gear. We paid our driver and he disappeared
over the white horizon. We milled around and scratched our heads. This
was it- we had all studied, long and hard, Doug Scott's famous photos
showing the mountain's overhanging profile. This was the beginning of a
long-dreamed-of adventure: to attempt the West Face of Mount Asgard.

We ferried three loads each up the Weasel valley and then up the Cari
bou glacier. Thirty miles, fives times. This gave us an ideal opportunity to
study the towering walls hereabouts. For two days we were stormed in on
the Caribou col. It was horribly cold and three feet of snow fell around our
tents. Then, after 16 days on foot and on ski, we established a Base Camp
of sorts below Asgard's West Face. It looked terrifying, hoar-frosted, blank
and sickeningly high. .

Already we were worryingly low on food and had adopted a strict
programme of rationing. After making two attempts on the approach slope
to the face we decided it was far too dangerous owing to avalanche risk.
We needed at least a week for the snow either to consolidate or slough off.
We were therefore faced with a tricky decision. In a week we would be
virtually out of food and Simon and Keith only had a couple of weeks left
before they would have to fly home. We had all totally underestimated the
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1. Baffin Island: the West Face of Mount Asgard. (Paul Pritchard) (p47)
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seriousness of this venture and the time it would take. Eventually it was
decided that we would all go back to 'Pang', put Simon and Keith on a
plane and buy a stack more food for a big push. This was tough on them
but inevitable in the circumstances. As we waded through the appallingly
soft snow of the Parade glacier, we met a Catalonian called Jordi Tosas
who had come to attempt a solo of Mount Friga. He wasn't having much
fun alone, so we invited him to join us. On such a technical wall, one pitch
a day can be good progress and we would find four a useful number to even
out the workload and prevent conversation from stagnatirlg.

On arrival back at the fjord head we found that the pack ice had broken
up and it would be impossible to get a skidoo or a boat irl to pick us up. So
we walked, at first on an ice shelf and then through miles of Scottish bog.
By the time we arrived in 'Pang' we had walked and skied almost 200 miles
'" and so the feeding frenzy began. Then, with traumatised digestive sys
tems, we said goodbye to the boys, shouldered our loads of the choicest
junk food that Pangnirtung general store had to offer, and headed once
more for the hills. This time a smalLboat managed to take us a fair way up
the fjord. As we plodded back up the Weasel valley the weather gave us the
worst it could - horizontal rain and torrential floods. This was the storm
the elders had told us about: the almighty storm which heralds the coming
of summer. But, even so, its attempts at haltirlg progress compared favour
ably with all that Patagonia had thrown at us in previous years.

After 28 days we were once agairl below our face. The lower slope was
still bad but we managed to fix it and get our gear to the foot of the rock,
where we found the perfect site for Advanced Base Camp. A huge berg
schrund ran the width of the face and was banked out with snow. We
tunnelled into the outer rim to make an excellent three-roomed house only
ten feet from the start of the route.

So on 30 June we at last began our climb. We had no difficulty in finding
the route as there was only one feature rising from the snows on a mirror
smooth sheet of rock: a shallow, nearly blank groove with a poor nut place
ment at twelve feet. I attached an RP* to a ski pole and placed the nut. I
hauled up and then, after a couple of minutes attemptirlg to place a peg,
the nut ripped and I landed flat on my back in the snow, much to the mirth
of Doctor Craine. I eventually overcame this first crux (and got my own
back) by standing on his head. Fantastic free climbing then followed up a
sickle-shaped ramp; this led to an immense hollow flake which was impos
sible to protect even with our Camalot 4.* To stay safe, we climbed a diffi
cult aid seam to the left and swung into the offending flake higher up.
Even though the cold was often irltense at certain times of the day, we
managed to keep a pair climbing for 24 hours a day. The luxury of con
stant daylight meant that we could accomplish the climbing in fast time
without the threat ofbenightrnent.
(* An RP is a very small brass-headed nut. A Cama/ot is apiece ofprotection
resembling a Friend but much bigger, for very wide cracks.)
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Even vague features were now sparse and from here on we were forced
to wander left and right to hit the smallest groove or flake on which to fight
for some height. The face steadily overhung and there were no ledges.
Occasionally, when the rock was totally smooth and we couldn't make
progress with skyhooks, copperheads or birdbeaks, we were forced to drill
rivets. These rivets are bodyweight placements, being only 112 inch long
and 1/4 inch in diameter; over all, we used 34 of them. We also used twelve
bolts at belays where it was not possible to arrange anything natural. Most
E face El Capitan routes have over 200 holes.
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After fIxing eight pitches of very technical manoeuvres, we reached a
small ledge where we mounted a portaledge camp. We hauled up bivvy
gear and a 60-gallon barrel of water and set about the open snaking
cornerline above. This corner was the biggest feature of the route. It was
about three pitches long, all at A4, so it was not as easy as we had hoped!
The rock was friable and often impossible to peg. Shift work was still in
progress; usually Steve and I would go up for 15 to 20 hours and then,
having had a good sleep, Jordi and Noel would come up and take over and
it would be our turn to rest.

The corner faded in a sea of blank rock but 50ft out to the right a dyke of
diorite struck a black line all the way to the decapitated summit. Our
attempts at a huge pendulum failed owing to the steepness of the rock, but
hooks, heads and rivets got us across. Seen from the glacier this dyke had
been the basis for our line, but on closer acquaintance it turned out to be
just a stain of terrible soft rock.

For the last month we had had the Auyuittuq National Park to ourselves
but presently two more teams arrived to try our line. The Swiss team had,
very sensibly, sent all their food in by skidoo in winter and then walked in
over fIve days. And the American pair! As we lay snoozing at our ledge
camp, the throbbing of rotor blades pierced the utter tranquillity and, at
the very foot of the crag, out jumped Brad Jarret and his friend Chris. We
shouted our hellos to each other and both teams started fIxing further left.

We had now been on the route for ten days and we were virtually out of
food again. The next day was 10 July and the last possible day we could
top out and still make our flights. Up until this day we had just been plug
ging away and controlling our fear, never thinking of an end. But now
urgency pushed its way in, like when your slide show is supposed to
start in fIve minutes and you're stuck in a traffic jam! We were still on
overhanging rock with no sign of a summit.

In the evening Steve and Jordi went up to do what we hoped would be
the last 200ft overhanging pitch and at six the next morning Noel and I
jugged up to join them. They had just fInished and excitedly beckoned us
up the ropes. They could see the top and the weather was holding good.
We would go light and fast from here. Pitches of beautiful free climbing
fell by, though some of the cracks were ice-choked. The hours also fell by
and the team was becoming dangerously fatigued. The others had a chance
to brew up and nap, while I slowly aided the penultimate pitch. Noelled
through, pulled an overhang and clasped the summit with both hands.
Unlike most mountains, there are no soul-destroying false summits on
Asgard - you just slap the top and mantleshelf.

On top, after being crammed together for so many days, we each wan
dered in our own direction with our own thoughts. It was the moment
which can only be tentatively imagined when planning an upcoming trip.
It was 11pm. The sun was low and the hundreds of crimson peaks pointed
long shadows to the east. We stayed and picnicked and then cautiously
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began the long descent down the route. Ten abseils got us to the portaledges
at 4am. By now Steve and Jordi had been working for 36 hours. We were
all shattered and began to let ourselves feel the pain in our swollen and
bleeding hands. We washed down anti-inflammatory pills with sweet tea
and slept for 12 hours. It was late afternoon before we began abseiling
again and lowering all the kit, but by IOpm we had everything at the snow
cave. We had left the face clean. We worked all night lowering the haul
bags down the lower slope, on which there were sections of 70° water ice.
The glacier was in appalling condition and we sank up to our thighs even
on skis. At 7am we collapsed into our Base Camp tents, exhausted.

When we awoke the storm which had been brooding for two days looked
about to burst. We hurriedly struck camp and headed out in the early
evening. We could spot the Americans and the Swiss about two pitches up
their chosen lines. Their routes looked blanker than ours and we guessed
they would take more drilling. We shouted up encouragement and waded
off down the Turner glacier chased by the boiling storm.

'Poor guys up there,' I thought, ' ... but they can handle it!'
N one of us had ever travelled on such a dangerous glacier before; at one

point Noel sank up to his waist in slush. Our packs weighed over a 1000bs
and we almost wept with relief when we dropped them at the summit lake
emergency shelter. It was 3am and almost dark for the fIrst time in two
months.

A two-day forced march got us down to the fjord head where we were
met unexpectedly by our new Inuit friends from Pangnirtung out fIshing in
their boat. We got trapped in drift ice, but we didn't care! Everyone was
laughing. When we fInally made it to town it was a joy to see other people
again going about their lives. The fIrst Beluga whale of the season had just
been caught and we joined in the celebrations; and we were treated to the
fInest salmon we had ever tasted (though we turned down the seal blub
ber). The Inuit showed us far more hospitality than we felt we deserved
and when we fInally boarded that little plane we left with fond memories.

Summary: The fIrst ascent of the West Face of Mount Asgard was made
by Noel Craine, Paul Pritchard, Steve Quinlan and Jordi Tosas. The route
'Hyperboria' is 1000m (19 pitches), A4+, E4 6A. The summit was reached
on 10 July 1994 after 11 days on the wall.
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